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A great strength of the University of Rochester has always been its commitment to teach-
ing by a faculty with aggressive, interdisciplinary research interests. The seventy-five year
history of The Institute of Optics is a shining example of this assertion. Superbly chronicled
in other chapters of this history, the small team of engineers and scientists who formed the
founding team of faculty of the Institute in 1928 proved to be a national asset when special
optical devices were required to be designed and built to support the world wide struggle of
the Second World War. The world-wide impact of the Institute continues to this day in a
wide variety of economic important industries, in health care, and in national defense.

My abbreviated commentary here is intended to focus on the both the seminal and
continuing role that the Institute has played in the founding and evolution of the Laboratory
for Laser Energetics, a program which has achieved national and international significance
and recognition in the field of peaceful applications of thermonuclear fusion technology.
A complete chronicle would require a volume in itself. A more modest objective is to acquaint
the “present generation” of Institute members and friends as to how LLE was launched,
and the role the Institute played in LLE’s success and growth during my years at the Institute.
I shall concentrate on this objective.

I find it useful to break LLE’s history into six periods:

1965–1968 Discovery.
1968–1974 Exploration.
1974–1982 Program/Team/Facility building.
1982–1992 First Rewards on Facility Investment.
1992–2000 Maturation: Facility and Program.
2000–2004 National Facility status for unclassified fusion research.
2004–Initiation of construction of unique, new, world-class laser facility.

My narrative will cover the period 1965–1983.

Discovery

I was a second-year Institute graduate student when, by chance, I witnessed a casual lab-
oratory demonstration which ultimately launched the LLE program. It happened on an
afternoon when Assistant Professor of Optics Michael Hercher invited Assistant Professor
of Mechanical and Aerospace Sciences (Mechanical Engineering today) Moshe Lubin.
Hercher’s research interest was in the field of optically pumped, high peak power pulsed
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solid state laser systems. His laboratory was full of
ruby and neodymium doped glass lasers. Lubin’s
research was concentrated on microwave plasma
diagnostics. Lubin was aware of the proposal by
Soviet scientists Basov and Prokorov in 1964 that
powerful laser pulses might be used to generate
plasma conditions where thermonuclear reactions
might be observed. A similar proposal was being
made at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory in California. Hercher’s demonstra-
tion consisted of passing a Q-switched laser pulse
through a lens and producing an air spark. Lubin
was profoundly impressed with this demonstra-
tion. As Lubin departed, I had the distinct impres-
sion of someone who had struck intellectual gold.

What would Lubin need to translate
Hercher’s demonstration into Basov and
Prokorov’s scenario? He needed expertise in
pulsed laser technology (Hercher), ready access to
state of the art optical fabrication facilities (William
Klinkert and Herbert Graf, skilled opticians who
worked in the Institute optical shop and who had
worked on the world war two projects), advanced optical design (Professor Robert Hopkins),
and a pool of talented graduate students. It was all here!

Lubin realized that this project would require a very large laser, much larger than
Hercher’s demonstration system. Where would he find the required laser material? Enter

Moshe Lubin and early model of Nd:glass slab amplifer.

James M. Forsyth.
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218 A NEW HOME: THE 1970S

the Eastman Kodak Company. In the mid 1960s several traditional glass making companies
in the US had looked into expanding their filter glass manufacturing, much of which
involved production of rare-earth doped crown glass, to include laser glass. Toward the end
of the decade, for various reasons, several of these glass makers decided that this market
was not one they had the in-house resources to adequately address. This decision was made
at both American Optical Corporation and Kodak. Lubin saw the opportunity. He convinced
Kodak management to give him access to Kodak’s inventory of laser glass, and proceeded
to construct large scale (at the time) glass laser amplifiers.

The impressive array of academic and industrial resources were sufficient to convince
the Atomic Energy Commission (whose activities today are a part of the Department of
Energy) to provide support for serious, university based, unclassified, peaceful uses and
applications of thermonuclear fusion to Lubin’s program.

The director of the Institute through this period was Professor W. Lewis Hyde. Hyde
encouraged the participation of the Institute in this program. He confided to me later that
having observed Lubin’s boundless energy first hand, that the next phases of the program
would have to be populated by a predominantly youthful team.

Exploration

This phase of the program was characterized by construction and testing of a wide variety
of components and systems for high peak power laser operation. It was also accompanied
by experiments with and theoretical analysis of laser produced plasmas. The results of these
activities culminated in the design of a twenty-four-beam glass laser system named Omega)
of unprecedented size and performance in an unclassified facility. This phase of the proj-
ect also involved greatly increased participation by faculty, staff, and students from the
Institute. Professor Brian J. Thompson became the Institute’s director at the beginning of
this phase of the project and he too encouraged the joint efforts which seem to spring up
everywhere.

Dr. Jay Eastman, Ph.D. Optics ’74, an expert in multilayer thin film coating technol-
ogy, scoped out a program to test the performance of coatings obtained for the project from
outside sources as well as producing sample coatings of new design in house. This program
would later be taken over and expanded under Institute graduate Dr. Stephen Jacobs.

In an effort to keep all options open in the early part of this phase, Lubin encouraged
me to engage in a study of high peak power gas lasers to see whether sufficiently large
systems could be built to produce fusion conditions in a plasma. Conducted along with
graduate student Capt. Thomas Jerrick, USAF, our study concluded that high pressure
carbon dioxide lasers could indeed be scaled to fusion driver performance. However, ongoing
plasma physics studies showed that infrared lasers would not create plasmas of sufficiently
high density to make for efficient fusion conditions.

Nevertheless, I was bitten by the bug as the plasma calculations also showed that
copious quantities of soft X-rays were generated in laser plasmas under highly nonequilib-
rium conditions. This suggested to me that a soft X-ray amplifying condition might be
found leading to development of a soft X-ray laser. The big payoff here proved to be in
the necessity to design and build various soft X-ray diagnostic systems, especially including
imaging systems.
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At the beginning of this phase modest glass laser hardware and laser matter experi-
ments were carried out in a laboratory in the Hopeman building. Soon, a larger space was
remodeled in Gavett hall to house a four-beam glass laser system and experimental cham-
ber. Toward the end of this phase a temporary building was constructed behind Morey
hall to house the activities associated with the design and testing of the components to be
deployed in Omega.

The question was “where should we house the facility needed for the Omega system?”
University President Robert Sproull was anxious to find a space on the river campus in
order to maintain an immediacy of contact with faculty, students, and staff from many
disciplines. In the end it proved impossible to shoehorn the necessary facility onto the river
campus and a separate location on the then unoccupied south campus was selected.

During this phase of the program Lubin received a joint faculty appointment as
Associate Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Sciences and Associate Professor of
Optics.

Building the Program, Team, and Facility

At the beginning of this phase Institute Director Thompson was elevated to the position of
Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Science. Dr. Nicholas George from
Caltech was recruited to become the next director of the Institute. George was also
supportive if the Institute/LLE interaction and established a close working relationship with
Lubin.

Groundbreaking for the new laser facility was held on April 2, 1976, a cold, wet, typical
early spring day in Rochester. The ceremony was attended by state and federal officials,

Omega system laser bay.
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participating industrial sponsors, scientists, and educators. During construction, work con-
tinued in the three river campus laboratories located in the Hopeman building, Gavett
Hall, and the Morey Hall annex. By 1978 the physical plant on the south campus was
ready for occupancy. Equipment and staff from the Morey annex were moved to the south
campus, and the Gavett Hall laser was decommissioned. Work began on the construction
of six of the twenty-four beam lines and an interim target chamber was installed in a vacant
portion of the laser bay floor. Construction of the Omega laser was managed and directed
by Jay Eastman. The following year, the Hopeman laser facility was decommissioned and
the experimental facility was moved to the south campus. University operated bus service
between the river campus, graduate student housing facilities, and the south campus was
established so that convenient access for students and faculty to the south campus would
be possible. Many students and faculty were provided offices in the south campus facility
for the purpose of conducting mil time research.

An important development occurred in laser technology at LLE during this period.
Designed by Dr. Stephen Craxton, LLE staff, and brought to fruition under Dr. Stephen
Jacobs (Ph.D. Optics ’74), large, single crystals of KDP were oriented such as to convert
the near infrared output from the glass laser into ultraviolet light at up to 90% conversion
efficiency. When later fitted to all twenty-four beams this frequency converter greatly
improved the performance obtained from laser fusion targets and is one of the hallmarks
of the laser facility. Dr. Jacobs also directs the study and testing of optical damage resist-
ant components used in high pulse power laser systems.

The resources available through LLE’s facilities spawned a wide variety of creative
and dynamic research activity, not only in the field of laser induced fusion and plasma
physics, but in fields ranging from astrophysics to biophysics to ultra-high-speed optoelec-
tronics. An exhaustive list of these projects and their participants is far too large for the

Omega laser system target bay and the team who assembled and operated the laser.
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scope of this short narrative. However, two Institute of Optics graduate students during this
period went on to occupy important positions today in their affiliated programs. Terry
Kessler, M.S. ’81, is now responsible for the Laser Engineering program at LLE. Wayne
Knox, Ph.D. ’82, is now the director of The Institute of Optics.

In 1981 Professor Lubin was hired by one of the project sponsors. Standard Oil of
Ohio, to be Vice President of Research and Development, Patents and Licensing. Professor
Jay Eastman was appointed acting Director.

Postscript

In 1983 I left LLE and the Institute to pursue a career in the business world. My center
of operations continued in the Rochester area and I have been able to follow the contin-
ued progress of LLE and the Institute. Both Institutions continue to occupy world class sta-
tus in their respective disciplines. Of note to me is that the collaboration has given birth
to the Center for Optical Manufacturing. Directed by Dr. Harvey Pollicove and located in
the south campus facility, it supports LLE’s ongoing needs for cost effective manufacture
of large optical components while carrying out aggressive new research on the generation
and polishing of both conventional and unconventional optical surfaces.

The recent announcement of support to construct a petawatt laser upgrade to the
Omega facility is evidence of the health and vigor of the LLE program. I am proud to
have been a contributor to the early part of this program and I eagerly look forward to
the results obtained in this latest phase of continuing growth.

James Forsyth received his B.S. Optics ’64, and Ph.D. Optics ’68 from The Institute of Optics.
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